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Eleven years have passed since Alexa Hamilton left the South behind, fleeing the pain of her

ex-husbandâ€™s betrayal and the cruelty of his prominent Charleston family. Now an assistant D.A.

in Manhattan, Alexa has made a name for herself as a top prosecutor while juggling her role as

devoted single mom to a teenage daughter. But everything changes when Alexa is handed her

latest case: the trial of accused serial killer Luke Quentin. Alexa prepares for a high-stakes trial . . .

until threatening letters are addressed to her beautiful seventeen-year-old daughter, Savannah.

Alexa is certain that Quentin is behind the letters â€” and that they are too dangerous to ignore.

Suddenly she must make the toughest choice of all â€” and send her daughter back to the very

place she swore she would never return to: the place where her marriage ended in heartbreak . . .

her ex-husbandâ€™s world of southern tradition, memories of betrayal, and the antebellum charm of

Charleston. Now, while Alexaâ€™s trial builds to a climax in New York, her daughter is settling into

southern life, discovering a part of her family history and a father she barely knows. As secrets are

exposed and old wounds are healed, Alexa and Savannah, after a season in different worlds, will

come together again â€” strengthened by the challenges they have faced, and with Savannah now

at home in the southern world her mother fled. A novel that will catch you off guard at every turn,

Southern Lights is Danielle Steel at her electrifying best.
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Danielle Steel is an author that no matter how many times she disappoints, you continue coming

back for more in the hopes that she will redeem herself. I must say that I enjoyed this story. She



stepped away from the fairytales, and attempted something more edgy and realistic. I loved the tight

knit relationship between Alexa and Savannah, and I thoroughly despised the character of Luisa,

and pitied the weakness of Tom, which is a testament to the dynamic of Steel's writing, because I

loathe a story where everything, including the characters, are sugarcoated and nauseating. I did get

a sense that the romance between Alexa and Edward was a bit rushed and underdeveloped, but

that's to be expected I guess when writing a book from a couple of different angles. I, too, hope that

Steel continues taking the time to craft stories that don't fit the cookie cutter molds she has been

cheat sheeting with as of late. Because 'Southern Lights' was a long awaited step foward for her

imo.

I sense a new maturity in Danielle Steel's latest books. The glamorous fairytales have given place to

more down to earth stories about people and their lives and strives. Yes, we are still dealing with

successfull people from the upper classes. Moneyed families living in fabulous mansions. But the

difference is there. And distinct.Alexa Hamilton is single mother to 17 year old Susannah. After a

bitter divorce ten years ago, Alexa becomes a lawyer and has built a brilliant career as an assistant

D.A. in New York. When accused serial murder Luke Quentin is captured and put to trial, Alexa is

handed the case, which is an opportunity of a lifetime.Not long after she has started the trial

preparations, threatening letters, addressed to beautiful young Susannah, start arriving. Suspecting

that Luke Quentin may have something to do with the letters, Alexa, still hurt by her ex-husband

Tom's betrayal, feels forced to send Savannah back to him and his new family until the trial is

over.The book is first of all a story about love, betrayal, bitterness and finally - healing - within a

family. Parallell with the trial, we follow as old wounds are being exposed, the healing process and

how it all affects both the relationship between mother and daugther and the whole family as such.

And apart from circumstances and surroundings, it's not so different from similar incidents lots of

people go through in the course of a lifetime.Danielle Steel has always been a great storyteller

known for light entertainment told with - especially lately - warmth and wisdom. There may be luxury

and glamour but there is no doubt the author has known loss and suffering. Both earlier and later

work bears proof of that.Still as busily writing as ever, Danielle Steel can be trusted to deliver. As

the saying goes, she is a phenomenon!Enjoy!

After over 70 books, Danielle Steel had gotten into a ho hum rut. I wasn't sure how this book would

be. She hit it out of the park!!! She skillfully wove 2 stories together into a single conclusion.Alexa

was divorced from Tom and raised her daughter Savannah alone. Forced out of the marriage was



more like it. Tom's ex-wife got pregnant and he had to re-marry her. Alexa meanwhile went to law

school in NY and became an assistant DA. She is given a difficult case of rape and murder with 18

victims in different states. Her daughter is sent threatening letters by either the defendant or his

accomplice. Alexa makes the difficult decision to send 17 year old Savannah to Charleston SC to

live with her father, Tom to keep her safe.Tom's wife in enraged and refuses to even be polite to

Savannah but the rest of the family including her half brothers and sister welcome her. The

grandmother had been instrumental in destroying Alexa's marriage to Tom, but realized that she

had made a mistake. At first she was cool to Savannah, but when Savannah said she wanted to

know about her Southern history, the grandmother decided that she liked her. She is a hard core

Confederate and couldn't reconcile herself to Tom's marriage to Alexa who was a "Yankee."What

makes this work is the successful back and forth telling of Alexa's trial work on this case, and

Savannah's adjustment to life in Charleston which she hadn't seen since she was 6 years old. Tom

tries to admit to Alexa that he never stopped loving her but Alexa with great class tells him to never

tell her that again. She says they MAY be able to be friends.I hope she can keep up this roll. Her

last few books were too repetitive of the same theme. Husband divorces wife and marries younger

woman. That was BORING!!!

Don't let my one star rating fool you - I only gave that much because I found no grammatical or

spelling errors in the book. That alone deserves at least one star.Having said that, as a long time

fan of Danielle Steel, I am profoundly disappointed in her disinterest in writing. The past few books

have been a tremendous letdown, and I'm shocked. One of two things happened: either I have

outgrown her style of writing, or she has gotten lazy and unimaginative.This reader is insulted by her

weak attempt in writing about the South. As someone who has travelled all over the United States,

and lived on both sides of the Mason-Dixon line, I'm embarrassed FOR Danielle Steel - she clearly

has no concept on real southern living. If I had to read the phrase "Bless Her Heart" one more time,

I felt that I very well would have to stab myself in the eye.Take a break from writing Danielle Steel -

its time to let reality visit you and allow your readers to lick our wounds from this latest embarrassing

attempt at writing - we're wounded because you assumed we had a third grade education and a

complete disregard for our very realistic and very diverse cultural exposures.Retire - take a

vacation, or better yet, retire. Please.
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